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Note- Parents ensure that the student refers to the topic Noun Number from any Grammar Book or  
 the previous class Language Book(class 5) 
Read the passage carefully and answer the following questions. 
 
TOPIC-NOUN NUMBER. 
 
Noun is the name of a person,animal,place,thing or quality. It can be either Singular or Plural in number. 
Noun has two Numbers-Singular and Plural. 

1.   A Noun which stands for only one person or thing is said to be in the Singular Number ,as  man ,class  ,horse ,pen,  

picture . 

2. A Noun which stands for more than one person or thing is said to be in the Plural Number ,as  men,  classes 

,horses,pens,pictures. 

                WAYS OF FORMING THE PLURAL OF NOUNS 

RULE -1. s is added to form the plural of most nouns eg  car-cars 
RULE-2.es is add to form the plural of singular nouns that end in s,sh,ch or x.eg wish-wishes 
RULE-3.For nouns ending in f or fe change f to v and add-es.eg half-halves, chef-chefs 
Rule-4.To form the plural of nouns ending in a consonant   change ‘y’ into 'i' and add-es. eg ,party-parties 
RULE-5.Some nouns that end in O,preceded by a consonant are made plural by adding-es  eg  echo-echoes 
RULE-6.Other nouns that end in ‘O’ and are preceded by a consonant are made plural by just adding-s eg Disco-Discos 
RULE-7.Some nouns change their central Vowel sounds when pluralized.eg foot-feet 
 
Countable and Uncountable Nouns- 
 
Countable Nouns are the things we can count ;as ,chair, book, pen 

Uncountable Nouns are the things we cannot count ;as, water ,milk, oil, butter.  
 
EXERCISE- 
 
1 .Tooth___________-(write the plural form) 
2 .Men______________(write the singular form) 
3. I saw many (goose/geese) in the lake. 
4. At the zoo I saw many (Oxes/Oxen). 
5.  The elephant is a wild animal.(change into plural form). 
6.  His advice _________(are/is) always wrong. 
7. Foxes are wild animals.(change into singular form) 
8 .Flower ________________flower/flowers/floweres.(tick the most appropriate plural). 
9. Some insects live in colonys.(write the correct spelling of the misspelt noun). 
10.Those dogs are looking for food in the alley (underline the plural noun ). 
11. Mother has two toasts for breakfast.(underline countable noun) 
12. This class ______(has/have) a large number of weak students. 
13. Her hair is always untidy (underline the uncountable noun). 
14. The tree has put on new leafs.(write the correct spelling of underlined noun). 
15. The farmer lost three sheep and two cows.(pick out the plural noun and give their singular noun). 

                                           THE END  



 
 
 


